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SurelY

1994 was a political year most
Virginians would prefer to forget. The two major
parties served up a nightmarish choice in the
U. S. Senate contest: a lackluster Democratic
incumbent whose first term was severely marred
by a series of tawdry personal and political scandals, and a Republican challenger who was an
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In a dramatic
example of Virginia
exceptionalism,
the Old Dominion
bucked the
strong national
Republican tide.

.... ...... ... .. .. .. .......
ex-felon and the central figure in the most
notorious national scandal of the 1980s. The
once-proud Commonwealth ofVirginia became
mere fodder for late-night comedians as its citizens were presented anew with stark evidence
ofthe state's long decline since Thomas Jefferson.
When the smoke cleared from a quasiHobbesian campaign (nasty, brutish, but long),
Virginians had reluctantly and narrowly
decided to stick with the devil they knew,
Democratic U.S. Senator Charles Robb. In a
dramatic example of Virginia exceptionalism,
the Old Dominion bucked the strong
national Republican tide, reelecting not only
Robb but six of seven Democratic U. S. House
members.!
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Leslie Byrne, a one-term incumbent from the Northern Vir-

ginia 11 th District, lost to Fairfax County Board of Supervisors
chair Thomas Davis (R).
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FIGURE 1
Virginia's U.S. Congressional Districts for the 1990s

SOURCE: Weldon Cooper Center for Public Service.
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NOMINATIONS

REPUBLICAN CONVENTION
Both Republican candidates for U. S. Senate were
more national political figures than state ones, and
both were veterans of the Reagan administration,
though in very different ways. Oliver North, who
became a hero to the right wing of the GOP during
the Iran-contra scandal of 1986-87, was a White
House military officer assigned to Reagan's National
Security Council. His activities involving the sale
of arms to Iran and the diversion of profits to the
anti-communist contras fighting in Nicaragua
became the genesis for the most embarrassing
episode of Ronald Reagan's presidency.
By contrast, North's 1994 opponent, James
Miller, served quietly and effectively as head of the
Office of Management and Budget for President
Reagan. Perhaps as a consequence, the vast majority of Reagan administration alumni and associates
backed Miller or at least indicated their unwillingness to back North. They included former Secretary
of Defense Casper Weinberger, former U. S. Senator Paul Laxalt, and ex-chairman of the Joint Chiefs
ofStaffColin Powell. Reagan himselfwrote a March
letter to Laxalt, released by the latter, in which he
severely criticized North. The letter was widely interpreted as a de facto endorsement of Miller. The
national news media also weighed in with critical
commentary and news about North and his adventures; the almost unrelentingly negative coverage
continued for the duration of the convention
campaign.

But North was well prepared for the onslaught.
First, he retained the affections of the conservative
activists, including the Christian Coalition, that
usually determine GOP nomination contests. Second, North had assiduously cultivated both the party
leadership and the grassroots for over four years,
working especially hard for Republican legislative
candidates. Third, he had a stable and lucrative fInancial support base, assembled mainly by means
ofdirect mail, and in the end he outspent Jim Miller
by a margin of $6.7 million to $800,000.

CONVENTION VOTE
Both sides were claiming victory by the time the
approximately 14,000 GOP convention delegates
assembled in Richmond on June 3-4. A solid campaign by the Miller forces, combined with the cascade
of media disclosures about North and the refusal of
many national GOP leaders to support him, had
turned a potential North landslide into a reasonably close race. The convention was abuzz with rumors
and competing delegate counts.
In the end, though, North managed a 550/0 to
45% victory on the first and only ballot. (See Table
1.) He carried seven of the eleven congressional districts, with his greatest support coming in the Southside
5th, the Roanoke 6th, the Southwest 9th, and the
Western/Northern Virginia 10th. (See Figure 1.) With
few exceptions North drew his largest majorities in
rural localities; and he was weakest in the cities and
urbanized suburbs. Miller capitalized on North's lack
of urban appeal in capturing four districts (the Norfolk-Virginia Beach 2nd, the Richmond-based 7th,
and Northern Virginia's 8th and 11 th).
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TABLE 1
Nomination Results, 1994 Virginia Election
for the U. S. Senate
Republican Convention

Candidate

Total Number
of Delegate Votes

James C. Miller
Oliver L. "Ollie" North

3,924
4,858

44.7
55.3

TOTAL

8,782

100.0

Democratic Primary

Candidate

Total Number
of Votes

Charles S. Robb
Virgil H. Goode, Jr.
Sylvia Clute
Nancy B. Spannaus

154,561
90,547
17,329
4,507

57.9
33.9
6.5
1.7

TOTAL

266,944

100.0

NOTE: Figures for the Republicans are those announced at the
convention.

DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY
Former Governor L. Douglas Wilder and all of
Virginia's Democratic members of the U. S. House
of Representatives declined to challenge Charles S.
Robb for renomination, despite Robb's many scandals and problems. Several ofthe U. S. represent~t.ives
(Robert C. Scott of the 3rd district, Norman SlSISky
of the 4th district, and L. F. Payne of the 5th district) seriously considered the race, and anyone of
them might well have upended the weakened and
floundering incumbent. But in the end, Robb was
only lightly opposed in the party primary by three
underfunded and ill-equipped challengers: state Senator Virgil Goode of Rocky Mount, Richmond
attorney Sylvia Clute, and Nancy Spannaus, a supporter of political extremist Lyndon LaRouche.
Only Goode proved to be a semi-serious candidate. He at acked Robb on moral grounds, pointing
to Robb's extensive sexual activity with young women,
attendance at parties "with prostitutes and drug criminals," and close association with an exceedingly sleazy
Virginia Beach crowd during his governorship. 2 Yet
Goode had very little money-he spent $212,000
to Robb's $2.2 million-and partly because of his
poverty he built almost no positive case for his c~n
didacy. Goode's record was also far more conserv~tlve
than the average Democratic activist on abortion,
gun control, and other issues. One ofGo?de's m?st
vocal backers in the primary was the National Rifle
Association-a group not normally influential among
Democrats. Meanwhile, Robb collected the endorsements of most of the traditional and liberal
Democratic special interest groups: the Virginia
2

Tyler Whitley, "Goode TV ad focuses on Robb's character,"

Richmond Times-Dispatch, May 28, 1994.

Education Association, the AFL-CIO, the United
Mine Workers, and various environmental groups.
For most Democrats, there was simply no credible alternative to the incumbent, and so Robb was
easily renominated with 57.90/0 of the vote. Goode
received 33.9%; Clute won 6.5%; and Spannaus
finished last with 1.7%. The total vote cast was just
266,944. (See Table 1.)
What might have been a boost for Robb was
greatly devalued by the pitifully low turnou~ of
9.2% of the registered voters, close to the all-time
statewide primary nadir of7.2 % in the 1970 Democratic U. S. Senate contest. Cast in terms of all adult
Virginians-registered and unregistered-the turnout
was even more embarrassing: nearly 95% of the
population skipped the election. Enthu~iasm ~~r Robb
was clearly lacking. When he made hIs polItical debut as a candidate for lieutenant governor in the
1977 Democratic primary, Robb received almost
185,000 votes. After seventeen years of prominence
and as an incumbent U. S. senator in 1994, Robb
garnered just 154,561 votes in his party's primary.
That paltry total was enough for Robb to carry
most congressional districts and localities. Goode
carried only one congressional district (his native
Southside 5th), but his margin there-69.4 % of the
vote-was large enough to yield him a respectable
total statewide. The 5th also had the highest voter
turnout in the state (16.1 % of those registered).
Goode also nearly tied Robb in the Richmond-Piedmont 7th (43.9% for Goode and 44.2% for Robb).
But overall, Robb won 78 of95 counties and 39 of
41 cities. Northern Virginia and Tidewater anchored
Robb's showing; even a relatively good turnout in
Southside proved no match for poor turnouts in
these two populous regions. Clute and Spannaus
did not carry any city or county in the state. Clute
ran marginally better in her home area ofRichmond
and in Northern Virginia, where women's issues often
have particular resonance with a liberal Democratic
electorate.
The central cities provided Robb with his largest
margin ofvictory (68.5%), and taken together th~se
cities comprised almost a quarter of the statewIde
vote-well above their usual proportion in a general election. Suburban voters also favored Robb by
61.3%, but their turnout was especially weak; for
instance, the suburbs were fully 10 percentage points
below their proportion of the statewide vote in the
1993 general election. Virgil Goode's showing was
poor in both the central cities (23.1 %) and the suburbs (28.9%), but he handily won the rural areas,
52.50/0 to Robb's 42.4%. Moreover, his candidacy
generated a somewhat larger than usual rural proportion of the statewide vote total (27.2%, compared
to 23.4% in November 1993). Finally, Sylvia Clute's
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A visitor, looking
at maps of the
Senate election
results, would
probably guess
the loser had won.

• vote was disportionately urban and suburban; in rural
• Virginia she received a tiny 3.8% share.
Robb garnered a large majority of the votes
of Mrican-Americans, but perhaps because of the
impending independent candidacy of Douglas
• Wilder, turnout among blacks was exceptionally low.
In forty-four predominantly black precincts, Robb
• was the choice of82.90/0, Goode 12.10/0, and Clute
• just 2.50/0. However, Goode did well among black
• voters in his home area, having been endorsed by
• prominent black leaders there. The turnout in these
minority precincts was light-only 14.40/0 of those
registered, just marginally better than the miserable
overall statewide turnout of 9.20/0. Still, the results
• made clear that Lyndon Johnson's son-in-law retained the affections of at least some in the black
community, a fact that would contribute to the col• lapse ofWilder's Independent candidacy in the fall.

GeNERAL ELECTIONRESULTS
• It is a measure of how much Virginia has changed
that a visitor, looking at maps of the Senate elec• tion results, would probably guess the loser had won.
For, in terms ofsheer geography, Oliver North swept
• most ofVirginia: 88 of 136 localities (73 of95 counties
and 15 of 41 cities). But Chuck Robb's votes came
• where they counted, and with large margins, mainly
in the populous regions of Northern Virginia and
• Tidewater. And this, augmented by the candidacy
ofMarshall Coleman (see next month's edition ofthe
• News Letter) was enough to produce a narrow plurality win for the incumbent: 938,376 votes (45.6%) to
882,213 votes (42.9%) for North and 235,324 votes
(11.40/0) for Coleman. (See Table 2.)
So heavily concentrated were Robb's votes that
• North actually carried seven of the eleven congres• sional districts-a highly unusual distinction for a
state-wide loser. 3 (See Table 3.) North won every district with a substantial rural flavor, though by
unexpectedly meager margins in some cases. North's
only majority came in the heavily Republican 7th with
53.7%; by contrast, George Allen had won the dis• trict with nearly 69%. The six other North districts
(the 1st, 4th, 5th, 6th, 9th, and 10th) fell to the Re• publican by pluralities ranging from 45.7 % in the 4th
to 48.4% in the 1Oth. As with the 7th, it is striking to
• see how the Republican percentage collapsed from 1993
to 1994 in every congressional district, and none more
• so than in GOP-leaning districts such as the 1st, 9th,
and 10th. (SeeTable 4.)
•

4·
•

•

3 Only once before in modern times has a candidate for statewide

office in a general lection won a majority of the congressional
districts while losing overall. Democrat Andrew P. Miller captured six of ten districts in his unsuccessful U.S. Senate bid against
Republican John W. Warner in 1978.

TABLE 2
Election Results in Virginia,
1994 General Election for U.S. Senator
Candidate (Party)
Charles Robb (0)
Oliver L. "Ollie" North (R)
J. Marshall Coleman (I)
Write-Ins
TOTAL

Total Number of Votes
938,376
882,213
235,324
1,550

45.6
42.9
11.4
0.1

2,057,463

100.0

SOURCE: Compiled from official election results provided by the State
Board of Elections.
NOTE: Party affiliations are abbreviated as follows: R=Republican;
1=lndependent; D=Democrat.

Robb's victory, by contrast, was built on four
mainly urban districts. In the 2nd, North's slim edge
in Virginia Beach was overridden by Robb's majority in Norfolk, for an overall Robb margin of45.6%.
The majority-black 3rd yielded Robb's largest majority (72.10/0). Northern Virginia, in the Washington
orbit and particularly receptive to the national media's
anti-North drumbeat, gave Robb handsome majorities in both the 8th (59.8%) and the 11th (51.2%).
Outside the four congressional districts he carried,
Robb gained pluralities in only a relative handful of
localities: central cities and rural counties with a considerable African-American population (such as
Roanoke city and Caroline County), localities with
a particularly strong Democratic tradition (e.g.,
Nelson County and the cities of Clifton Forge and
Covington), university-flavored cities and suburbs
(the cities of Charlottesville, Fredericksburg, Lexington, and Williamsburg, and the counties of
Albemarle, Montgomery, and James City), and some
of the heavily unionized coal counties in the Southwest (Buchanan, Dickenson, Russell, and Wise).
Across the state, the most surprising and least
expected result, given past voting patterns, may have
been the city ofLynchburg's plurality choice ofRobb.
Returns from Lynchburg, long a bastion of conservatism and the home ofRev. Jerry Falwell's ministry,
appeared to be a combination ofwealthy white citizens' rejection of North combined with a healthy
turnout in black and other Democratic precincts.

DEMOGRAPHICS & EXIT POLLS
A wealth of national and state data emerged from the
exit polls conducted by Mitofsky International for news
organizations, including the four television networks
(CNN, ABC, NBC, and CBS). One of the most predictable electoral patterns in recent years has been the
"gender gap," with women voting more Democratic
and men more Republican. Nationally, 55% of men
voted Republican in 1994, and 530/0 ofwomen voted
Democratic. In Virginia women voted for Robb over
North by 48% to 41 %, while men favored North
more narrowly (46% to 43% for Robb). Working
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TABLE 3
Results in Virginia, by Congressional District, 1994 General Election for U.S. Senate
0/0 of Votes Cast for U.S. Senate
District

Total Votes Cast

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

204,553
138,013
145,146
190,939
185,749
190,575
229,128
204,339
177,539
203,759
187,723

%

of RegisteredVoting
70.6
65.9
66.5
70.3
71.0
73.2
71.2
68.2
68.2
68.1
67.4

Robb(D)

North(R)

Coleman(l)

40.0
45.6
72.1
44.0
41.5
40.2
34.2
59.8
42.2
39.1
51.2

46.5
41.5
21.6
45.7
47.2
47.7
53.7
29.0
47.4
48.4
36.0

13.4
12.8
6.2
10.3
11.2
12.1
12.0
11.0
10.4
12.4
12.7

One of the best
indicators of a
• person's 1994 vote
in Virginia and
nationally was the
evaluation of his or
her family's financial
situation.

SOURCE: See Table 2.

women gave Robb an enormous margin,S 50/0 to 36%
for North. (See Table 5.)
Racially, whites backed Republicans over
Democrats nationwide 560/0 to 440/0, and in Virginia North beat Robb among whites 51 % to 37%.
Robb received less of the white vote than did Doug
Wilder (at 41 %) in his 1989 race for governor, and
indeed well less than Robb himself had ever garnered before in a general election. Robb's showing
among whites was only marginally better than Mary
Sue Terry's disastrous 34% in the 1993 gubernatorial contest. White males were even more
GOP-leaning, supporting Republicans 60% nationally and North by a sixteen percentage point margin.
With African-Americans, though, it was a mirror
image: nationally 89% cast ballots for Democrats
and in Virginia 86% for Robb.
Age was an important divider in the Virginia
vote. Voters aged 18-29 (just 12% of the total electorate) were strongly tilted to North (54% to 37 %
for Robb). Robb's strength was among middle-aged

Comparison of Virginia Republican Voting
Results by District: George Allen's 1993
Gubernatorial Election and Oliver North's
1994 U.S. Senate Election
1994

1993

District
1
2

3
4

5
6
7

8
9
10
11

Allen
63.3
57.4
34.4
59.9
59.7
63.6
68.8
43.6
64.3
64.5
51.2

%

North

%

46.5
41.5
21.6
45.7
47.2
47.7
53.7
29.0
47.4
48.4
36.0

GOP Vote
DeclineO/o
-16.8
-15.9
-12.8
-14.2
-12.5
-15.9
-15.1
-14.6
-16.9
-16.1
-15.2

SOURCE: See Table 2 for North figures, and official election results
provided by the State Board of Elections for the Gubernatorial race, 1993.

voters (aged 30-49); they constituted about half the
electorate and gave Robb about halftheir votes. Voters
aged 50 and over (40 % of the electorate) split their
ballots about evenly between the party nominees.
By contrast, there were no great differences among
the national age groups in candidate preferences.
In Virginia, Democrats, Republicans, and
independents all commanded the loyalty of about a
third of the electorate (more or less). Robb won
Democrats overwhelmingly (87%)-close to the
national average for Democrats of88 % . But the GOP
split over North doomed the Republican nominee.
North managed only 74% support among
Republicans, with Coleman and Robb each draining 13%. Nationally, 91 % ofRepublicans stuck with
their party nominees. North won the independents,
46% to Robb's 380/0 and Coleman's 16%, but they
could not compensate fully for the loss of his
own partisans.
North's strength was among middle-income
families ($30,000-50,000 annual income) and those
with only a high school degree or some college. Robb
had large leads with the poorest (under $15,000)
and the wealthiest (over $75,000); with those of least
schooling and those with the most. On~ of Robb's
largest leads in any group came among those with
post-graduate education. North was anathema to
the professional class, and Robb garnered 58% of
their votes to North's 31 %. National Republicans
also lost post-graduates, but not by anywhere close
to North's dismal showing; and, unlike the showing in Virginia, Republicans nationally won the
highest earners easily. This is yet another indication of how North dismantled the Republican
coalition that proved so potent in 1994 elsewhere.
One of the best indicators of a person's 1994
vote in Virginia and nationally was the evaluation
of his or her family's financial situation. If the
situation was seen as improving, a large majority
voted Democratic; if worsening, two-thirds or so

•
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TABLE 5
Exit Poll Data, 1994 U.S. Senate Election in Virginia and the National Congressional Elections

Grouping

Overall
Sample 0/0

VIRGINIA
Robb
North
0/0
0/0

Coleman
0/0

Overall
0/0

NATION
Democrat Republican
0/0
0/0

SEX
Men
Women
Working Women

49
51
30

43
48
55

46
41
36

11
11
9

49
51

45
53

55
47

NA

NA

NA

RACE
White
Black
Other
White Males

80
17
3
40

37
86
56
36

51
9
33
52

12
6
11
12

84
10
6
50

44
89
61
40

56
11
39
60

12
21
28
18
21

37
48
51
43
45

54
41
37
45
44

9
11
12
12
11

13
21
24
16
27

50
47
50
48
51

46
53
50
52
49

35
36
29

87
13
38

9
74
46

4
13
16

39
34
26

88
9
45

12
91
55

10
19
28
22
20

55
49
39
43
50

32
37
52
46
39

13
14
9
11
11

12
23
28
21
17

57
53
51
44
44

43
47
49
56
56

6
21
27
22
23

54
34
44
43
58

35
52
47
45
31

11
13
10
11
11

6
23
31
23
18

61
53
47
43
53

39
47
53
57
47

FAMILY FINANCIAL SITUATION (Compared to One Year Ago)
67
27
Better
18
19
Worse
45
52
Same

25
69
43

9
13
11

22
22
54

66
35
48

34
65
52

RELIGION
Protestant
Catholic
Other Christian
Jewish
Other
None

62
49
51
31
42
42

AGE

18-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60+
PARTY
Democrat
Republican
Independent
INCOME

<$15,000
$15,000-29,999
$30,000-49,999
$50,000-74,999
>$75,000
EDUCATION
Less than High School
High School Graduate
Some College w/out Graduation
College Graduate
Post Graduate Study

50
14
14
4
10
8

43
44
43
73
54
46

44
45
47
23
38
42

13
11
9
3
8
12

43
25
13
3
10

38
51
49
69
58
58

43
42
9
6

87
11
28
24

8
75
51
55

5
14
21

45
37
13
4

84
12
36
47

16
88
64
53

18
32
46
21
17
14

14
30
38
39
45
79

71
57
50
54
42
12

16
13
12
6
13
8

16
28
46
21
15

25
39
44
36
53

75
61
56
64
47

NA

NA

NA
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1992 VOTE
Clinton
Bush
Perot
Other/Non-voter
OTHER DESIGNATIONS
White "Religious Right"
All Born-Again/Evangelical Christians
Attend Religious Services Once a week
Talk Radio Listener
Without Health Insurance
Would Have Voted for Wilder

22

SOURCE: Exit polls conducted and adjusted by Mitofsky International, and paid for by news organizations including NBC, ABC, CBS, and CNN. For
Virginia, a total of 1,529 voters were interviewed outside their polling places on Election Day at forty-four sample precincts. Nationally, 10,210 voters
were similarly interviewed. The margin of error for the Virginia sample is plus or minus 3 percent and for the national sample is plus or minus 1 percent.

6.

NOTES: Robb won Latinos 55 to 36 percent; Asians split evenly at 41 percent each for Robb and North. Both groupings have large margins of error, but
the results do generally track the national breakdown for these ethnic groups.
Totals do not always add to 100 percent since some respondents refused to answer or gave other answers to individual questions.
NA: Not available. Sample size was too small to produce reliable results in some subcategories.
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voted Republican; and if staying the same, voters
split about evenly between the parties.
Not surprisingly in the age of the Christian
Coalition, religion proved to be a revealing voting
trait. Like many other interest groups on the right
and the left, the Christian Coalition attempts to
communicate with its adherents and influence their
voting choices. Because of its tax status, the Coalition does not officially endorse candidates, but its
published materials (such as the controversial voter
guide, distributed by mail and at churches by the
tens of thousands) make clear its preferences. ] udging by the exit poll findings, the Christian Coalition's
technique may be effective. Among the portion of
the electorate classified as "religious right" (18% in
Virginia and 16% in the nation), three-quarters voted
epublican overall and seven of ten in the Old Dominion. Among all born-again Christians (a third
ofVirginia voters, a fifth of the nation's)-a definition that includes many Democratic-leaning
African-Americans-about six in ten chose the GOP
lever. When the religious screen is broadened to
include everyone who attends services at least once
a week, Republicans still led, but more narrowly.
By denomination, Protestants are the most Republican nationally, though North could manage only
a tie among them in Virginia. Over the past three
decades Roman Catholics have gravitated from being
strongly Democratic to being almost evenly divided
in partisanship, as the 1994 data demonstrate both
countrywide and in Virginia. About seven in ten
Jewish voters cast ballots for Democrats nationally
and for Robb. Those with no professed religion leaned
Democratic.
The ideological breakdown of the electorate in
the 1994 vote was revealing. It is no surprise that the
sixth ofthe electorate who are liberal voted overwhelmingly for Robb in Virginia and the Democrats nationally.
or is it unu u t at t e t ird who are conservative
voted solidly for North and Republicans. But nearly
half of the electorate classifies itself as moderate; and
while Republican candidates across the country
received 42% ofthe vote ofmoderates, North secured
only 29°/0--0ne more indication that the Virginia GOP
strayed too far to the right in 1994.
Two of the best predictors of an individual's
vote in 1994 were job approval ratings for Bill Clinton
as president and Chuck Robb as U. S. senator.
Nationally, 83% of those who backed Clinton voted
Democratic, 81 % who opposed him voted Republican. Similarly, 860/0 of those who approved ofRobb
cast a ballot for his reelection, while 950/0 who turned
thumbs down on the incumbent senator either supported North (79 % ) or Coleman (160/0).
Along the same lines, those who had voted
for George Bush in 1992 backed the GOP

nationally in 1994 (88%) and, to a lesser extent,
North in Virginia (75%). Clinton voters from 1992
were 84% Democratic across the nation and 87%
for Robb. Nationally, the 1992 Perot voters were
Republican close to two-to-one; but in Virginia, while
almost three-quarters voted against Robb, their preference was split between North (51 %) and Coleman
(22 % -double his overall showing).
A grab-bag ofother exit poll findings are worth
mentioning here as well:

I Voters who wanted"experience" in their elected
officials backed Robb and Democrats, while those
favoring "new faces" picked North and the national GOP candidates.

•
:

•

What most lingers
in an analyst's mind
from this review
of the Virginia
Senate race's
demographics is
how North fractured
the winning GOP
coalition of 1994.

The fifth of the electorate that listens regularly to "talk radio" were in the Republican
column in Virginia and elsewhere.

I Voters who lacked health insurance preferred
Democrats, though not by a wide margin.
I National Rifle Association supporters, militaryveterans, and those currently married were
Republican to varying degrees.
I Labor union households favored Robb, though
by a surprisingly small margin: 49% to North's
380/0. Democrats nationally captured 640/0 of
these voters.
I A narrow majority (51 0/0) of government
employees picked Robb, to North's 39%.
I Almost eight in ten voters who said they would
have voted for Doug Wilder had he remained
on the ballot (14% of the electorate) chose
Robb. This is still more evidence to suggest
that Robb could not have won had Wilder
stayed in the race.
What most lingers in an analyst's mind from
this review of the Virginia Senate race's demographics is how North fractured the winning GOP coalition
of 1994. Compared to the national picture, North
was far less attractive than the average Republican to
most major groupings-men and women, whites and
blacks, etc. And the Virginia GOP's nomination of :
North squandered the national Republican party's 1994
advantage with key swing constituencies-the upperincome, those with middle-range levels of education,
ideological moderates, and so on. And most critical of :
all, North alienated over a quarter of all Republicans;
his unacceptability to identifiers ofhis own party, not :
Democrats or independents, was the fatal blow to his
candidacy. •
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